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2 0 2 1 proxy
season preview
What investors expect from
the 2021 proxy season

As we mark a decade of engaging with investors with this year’s proxy season preview,
much has changed in the investor landscape, particularly over the past year of the pandemic.
Investors want boards to help companies adapt their strategies for a future in which
prioritizing stakeholders and considering environmental and social impacts will be critical
to building resilience and creating long‑term value.
Investors view workforce diversity as a key component in
driving innovation and performance. This is of particular
importance in a dynamic environment marked by ongoing
business model disruption, changing stakeholder demands
and accelerating sustainability risks. These are some of the
key themes of our conversations with governance specialists
from more than 6 0 institutional investors representing over
US$ 3 8 trillion in assets under management, including asset
managers (6 2 % of all participants), public funds (2 0 % ), labor
funds (1 3 % ) and faith-based investors (2 % ), as well as investor
consultants and associations (3 % ).
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In this report we focus on:
•

Factors investors cite as the top strategic drivers
and threats for companies
•

Top investor engagement priorities for 2 0 2 1
•

Six ways companies can enhance their ESG reporting
•

Steps investors want boards to take to strengthen
their effectiveness
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Top strategic drivers and threats facing
companies, according to investors

Quality and execution of multi-faceted strategy will drive success
Coming out of a year of unparalleled disruption, nearly half of
investors said their portfolio companies’ quality of strategy
and ability to execute will be critical to success — and even
sur i al o er the ne t three to fi e years any ointed out
that in the current environment the ability to formulate, fund
and execute a successful strategy will require adapting to
new technology, strengthening crisis response and business
continuity planning and having credibility with stakeholders
and an open mindset around which products to focus on and
which businesses to wind down.
any in estors highlighted that sta eholder needs and the
external forces impacting consumers, employees and the
regulatory framework — from technology and climate risk
to social justice movements — must be integral to strategy
development to identify forward-looking, resilient business
strategies and deliver long-term value. Almost half of
in estors identified the integration o aterial en iron ental
social and governance (ESG) opportunities into strategy
as among the biggest drivers of strategic success. These
investors believe that if companies are effectively monitoring
and managing ESG factors, those efforts can uncover new
strategic opportunities and business model needs, position the
company to be more agile and competitive as sustainability
risks and stakeholder demands continue to change, and
strengthen the company’ s social license to operate.
Investors discussed diversity — both across the workforce and
in the boardroom — as being central to a company’ s ability to
inno ate and e ra e hange and
identified di ersity as
a signifi ant dri er o su ess hile in estors largely o used
on di ersity s lin to er or an e rofita ility and inno ation
some also pointed out that the business case intersects
with the broader social movement around racial justice.
If companies are not leading on social change and responding
to the national conversation on race, there is an opportunity
cost: a failure to act could impact the company’ s relationships
with employees, customers and other stakeholders.

For more articles like this, please visit ey.com/boardmatters

hat are the three iggest dri ers o strategi su ess
in the ne t three to fi e years
Quality of strategy and ability to execute

47%

Integration of material ESG opportunities into strategy
Diversity of board, management and workforce
Quality of board and overall governance
Ability to transform business models
and products through innovation and R&D
Quality of management team

47%

42%

38%
33%

32%

Workforce transitions (e.g., virtual working, automation)
Workforce development and training
Alignment of culture to drive strategy

28%

23%
23%

“

Investors discussed diversity —
both across the workforce and in the
boardroom — as being central to a
company’s ability to innovate and
embrace change.
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Climate risk, business model disruption and changing customer demands viewed as biggest threats
More than half of investors said climate risk and natural resource
constraints are among the biggest threats facing companies
over the next three to five years, with most of those investors
specifically focused on climate risk. The physical risks of climate
change are front and center for many who noted that severe
climate-related events are happening faster, more often and
more severely than expected, and will broadly impact sectors
and markets in different ways across the globe.
Further, investors noted a heightened attention during COVID‑19
to severe, systemic risks related to exogenous events, and
pointed to climate change as the next such challenge on the
horizon. Some investors stressed that climate change will
further accelerate other systemic risks (e.g., biodiversity loss,
economic inequality) and suggested that it has the power to
disrupt traditional notions of corporate preparedness. In other
words, investors are looking beyond the basics of climate risk in
the supply chain. To be successful going forward, these investors
said companies will need to be more future-oriented. They will
need to integrate climate and other sustainability risks into the
business strategy, and to focus on having the culture, values and
people in place to continually look forward and build resilience.
Business model disruption more broadly was the second‑mostcited key threat, chosen by nearly half of investors. Most of
these investors highlighted the need for companies to innovate
and disrupt in order to adapt to the rapidly shifting business
context and meet changing stakeholder needs. Investors
pointed to extensive sources of disruption and pressure on
business models, including accelerating technology change,
the transition to a low-carbon economy, regulatory changes,

What are the three biggest threats to strategic success
in the next three to five years?
Climate risk and natural resource constraints

52%

48%

Business model disruption

Changing customer demands and expectations

30%

People issues, such as talent shortages or a failure to upskill
Misaligned culture

22%
18%

Reputation and brand risk

Geopolitical turmoil (e.g., increasing nationalism)
Cyber attack/data breach

Pace of technology change

17%

17%

Unfavorable economic conditions
Supply chain disruption

18%

18%

Changes in the regulatory environment

Access to capital

25%

15%

13%

8%

Leadership and succession planning

8%

Shifts in the investor landscape over our decade of investor dialogue
The investor landscape has undergone major changes in
recent years, spurred by crises as well as opportunities.
Some of the most dramatic shifts we have observed in 10 years
of ongoing conversations with investors include the rise in
company‑shareholder engagement, which was emerging in
response to mandatory say-on-pay proposals as we began our
investor outreach in 2011 and has since become a defining
governance trend of the past decade.
ETF and index fund managers who used to be labeled “passive”
have become much more vocal, becoming active stewardship
leaders and driving engagement campaigns that help define the
board agenda. Along with these developments, investors have been
steadily increasing transparency around their stewardship priorities
and proxy voting, which is expanding opportunities for companies
to educate themselves on individual investors’ perspectives.

For more articles like this, please visit ey.com/boardmatters

And most recently, ESG has gone mainstream. While a decade
ago investors raising environmental and social topics with us
were predominantly socially responsible investors (SRIs), ESG
is now fundamentally reshaping investment and stewardship,
dominating our conversations across all investor types and
revealing SRIs as harbingers of current investment trends.
Heading into 2021 and beyond we are attuned to new shifts
underway that could continue to alter the investor landscape,
including how stakeholder capitalism is implemented and
governed, potential growth in investors using proxy votes to
communicate their views and drive change, and the potential
impacts of consolidation in the asset management industry on
investor stewardship and ESG trends.
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new entrants and the broad impacts of the pandemic on
work, travel and consumption. It’ s not surprising that close
on the heels of business model disruption, 3 0 % of investors
identified hanging usto er de ands and e e tations
as a to threat any o the highlighted that this goes
beyond changing customer demands to the changing
demands of stakeholders more broadly. And those demands
span numerous dimensions, from expectations around how
technology can enable new ways of working and consuming
to how businesses impact the environment, communities,
privacy, politics and culture.

“

It’s not surprising that close on the
heels of business model disruption,
30% of investors identified changing
customer demands and expectations
as a top threat.

K ey board takeaways
• Assess how the strategy is delivering long-term value
for the multiple stakeholders on which the company
depends and strengthening its social license to operate.

•

• Consider the role of purpose in the company’ s
strategy and decision-making, and how the company
can strengthen its business resilience and growth
opportunities by becoming part of the solution for
global challenges.

• Challenge how the company is being resilient
in all aspects of strategy, risk management and
capital allocation.

For more articles like this, please visit ey.com/boardmatters

onfir that the o any has the right leadershi
team and board, culture and values to innovate
and lead.
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Top investor engagement
priorities for 2 0 2 1

In 2 0 2 1 investors continue to engage their portfolio companies
on how they are responding to the pandemic, particularly
what steps they are taking to build resilience and strengthen
business continuity while supporting employee engagement,
health and ell- eing hen e as ed in estors hat
engagement topics they will prioritiz e this year, the following
themes were cited most often.

Workforce and board diversity
Around two-thirds of investors told us they will press for
robust diversity disclosures inclusive of the workforce and
boards. Regarding the workforce, most want disclosure of
diversity data aligned to the disclosure framework of the U.S.
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission’ s EEO-1 Survey
(EEO-1 data) at minimum to enable assessment of diversity
across the employee base and talent pipeline and, over time,
progress related to diversity initiatives and commitments.
Some encourage companies to supplement EEO-1 data as
needed ith data that etter re e ts ho the o any is run
but emphasiz e the need for EEO-1 data as a baseline to ensure
comparability. A few investors seek promotion, retention and
recruitment data for protected classes of employees to directly
illustrate the upward mobility of diverse talent.
Investors pointed out that to be meaningful, workforce diversity
data must be supported by a narrative about the company’ s
hu an a ital strategy and goals hile any said they ll e
looking closely at racial diversity, some added that they’ re
interested in diversity across many dimensions, including age
demographics, noting interest in understanding how companies
are managing a workforce that extends from millennials
through retiring baby boomers.
At the board level, investors want disclosure of the board’ s
diversity across gender, race and ethnicity, and to see more
diverse directors brought into the boardroom and policies
that encourage diverse director recruitment (e.g., adoption of
the Rooney Rule, which commits boards to including women
and minority candidates in director nominee search pools).
Investors may vote against certain directors at companies not

For more articles like this, please visit ey.com/boardmatters

disclosing this information or making related progress. Having
already established voting guidelines around minimum gender
diversity standards, some are now incorporating broader
diversity thresholds into their proxy voting policies and others
indicated they may do so in the future.

Climate risk/environmental issues
Around two-thirds of investors said they will prioritiz e climate
risk, and many of those are working with Climate Action 1 0 0 + ,
an initiative of over 5 0 0 investors pressing for corporate action
on climate change. Investors cited the acceleration of physical
climate risks and the urgency to fundamentally reorganiz e the
economy over the next decade to avoid the most catastrophic
out o es hile the nature o li ate-related engage ents an
e se tor- and o any-s e ifi a onsistent thread is in estors
seeking company disclosures aligned to the recommendations of
the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD),
which include disclosures related to the governance, strategy,
risk management approach and metrics and targets used
relative to climate-related risks and opportunities. Additional
comments we heard include requesting companies to commit
to net-z ero greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 2 0 5 0 , adopt
science-based GHG reduction targets aligned to the goal of the
Paris Agreement, conduct climate-related scenario analysis and
adopt renewable energy targets.
any in estors see
ore s e ifi ity around o anies
decarboniz ation strategies for reaching aggressive, longer-term
emissions reduction targets. They want to understand how

“

Investors cited the acceleration of
physical climate risks and the urgency to
fundamentally reorganize the economy
over the next decade to avoid the most
catastrophic outcomes.
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businesses are transitioning in the short and mid-term and
to hold companies accountable on the pace and trajectory of
that delivery. To that end, some investors said they will look
to capital expenditures as a key indicator of how a company
is positioning itself for the future and whether its climate
a itions are redi le any are also o used on ho
hysi al
climate risks are assessed and managed across the value
chain, and how corporate political and lobbying expenditures
align to stated climate commitments.
Investors are also making their own climate-related
commitments, including through the United Nationsconvened Net-Z ero Asset Owner Alliance and the Net Z ero
sset anagers nitiati e oth o hi h su ort aligning
investments with the goal of net-z ero emissions by 2 0 5 0 .
As investors act on these commitments, the pressure on
companies to accelerate their transition to a low-carbon
future will grow.

Executive compensation
J ust under a third of investors said they will prioritiz e
e e uti e ay in their 0 1 engage ents ost are o used
on pay decisions related to the impacts of COV ID-1 9 and are
evaluating those decisions through the lens of stakeholder
alignment, particularly how executive pay aligns with decisions
related to the broader workforce (e.g., pay cuts, furloughs
and layoffs) — and their expectations are more pronounced
for companies that have received government subsidies.
any said they ill s rutini e ad ust ents to er or an e
goals and payout opportunities, option repricings and equity
grants made at the bottom of the market. Additionally,
some investors are engaging companies on tying ESG goals
to executive pay, including considering whether current
incentives exacerbate ESG-related risks.

Strategic workforce issues beyond diversity
A quarter of investors are prioritiz ing human capital
management engagement more broadly. They are focused
on the health and safety of the workforce as the pandemic
continues, as well as on how companies are thinking about
human capital strategy in a post-pandemic future. Investors
want to understand how companies are taking what they’ ve
learned about their workforce through the pandemic and
translating that into opportunity, including how they’ re investing
in job retraining and workforce adaptation as the nature of work
and ways of working continue to transform. Some investors
want to see boards assign the compensation committee, or
another board-level committee, responsibility for overseeing
workforce matters, and want to understand board members’
line of sight into the employee experience (e.g., are they having
regular dis ussions ith the hie u an esour es fi er
and unstructured interactions with employees). Additional
discussion themes include continuing concerns from some
investors around the impact of automation on jobs and the
economy, and the impact of independent contractor models on
workforce management, the long-term prosperity of workers
and the economy.

Emerging areas of focus
A handful of topics stood out this year as gaining traction among
a broader group of investors. These include biodiversity loss
and protecting the ecosystems upon which business and society
de end the re e tion o li ate ris in finan ial state ents
how companies are operationaliz ing their stakeholder
commitments, and understanding and valuing the environmental
and social impacts of a company’ s products and operations.
Investors interested in these topics have in the past been leading
indicators of where investor sentiment will go.

K ey board takeaways
• Understand the evolving disclosure expectations,
engagement priorities and proxy voting guidelines of
key investors.

• Approach engagement as an opportunity to gain
external insights to further develop the company’ s
strategy and disclosures.

• Across key focus areas such as workforce and board
diversity and climate change, consider whether
company communications make clear what the related
strategy is, how progress is incentiviz ed and measured
and how oversight is executed at the board and
committee level.

• Recogniz e that some investors have indicated an
increased willingness to vote against directors,
and in favor of shareholder proposals, as ways to
communicate their views and drive change.

For more articles like this, please visit ey.com/boardmatters
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Six ways companies can enhance
their ESG reporting

hen it o es to assessing a o any s
ra ti es and
performance, investors said that company disclosures — along
with direct engagement conversations and the investors’
own subject-matter expertise and research — are their most
alua le resour es ost in estors told us they use third- arty
ESG ratings (if at all) as initial, scalable screening tools or
guideposts that may give them an indication of where to focus
deeper research and analysis.
Investors are working to improve the ESG data set on which
they rely by asking companies to enhance their ESG reporting.
hen e as ed in estors hat ey enhan e ents they ant
companies to make, most of their answers aligned to one or
more of the following six tips.

1. Focus on what is material and
the connection to strategy
Investors want reporting to focus on the ESG topics that
intersect most directly with the business and tie directly to

hi h o the ollo ing sour es are

strategy. Some investors noted that it is particularly valuable
when company reporting discusses the results of a formal
materiality assessment, providing deeper context around
ho the o any defined riorities hile in estors generally
said that finan ial alue should define
to i s o o us
some urged companies to also consider areas that may be
material to stakeholders from an impact perspective and
pointed to values-aligned investing and consumer behavior as
growth areas.

2. Align disclosures to external frameworks
Investors want companies to align their disclosures to an
external framework, and many encouraged companies to
provide a report card or appendix map to make that alignment
explicit. Nearly all cited the Sustainability Accounting
Standards Board (SASB) as a decision-useful framework.
Investors seek a baseline level of standardiz ed data to support
relevance, objectivity and comparability.

ost alua le to you as you assess a o

any s

ra ti es and er or an e

Direct company engagement

84%

High value

16%

Medium value

Proprietary in-house research

69%

2%

15%

15%

Low value

Proxy statements

68%

25%

7%

Do not use

Sustainability reports

60%

32%

9%

10-Ks and other regulatory filings

53%

33%

14%

Third-party data

32%

43%

20%

5%

Third-party ratings

7%

33%

For more articles like this, please visit ey.com/boardmatters

42%

18%
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hi h hu an a ital dis losures do in estors ant
e as ed in estors hi h or or e dis losure to i s
would be of greatest value to them as they assess human
capital management, and as new human capital disclosure
requirements take effect. By far, workforce diversity across
gender, race and ethnicity was the top choice, with 8 5 %
of investors saying they want increased disclosure in this
area his finding aligns ith di ersity eing a to in estor
engagement priority and an area many investors view as a
top strategic value driver.
Coming in second was pay equity, which investors generally
discussed as an extension of workforce diversity disclosures
and a window into whether the company has structural
issues around diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) that need
to e addressed any o these in estors s e ified that they
want companies to disclose median pay gap data, which
shows how women and minorities across the organiz ation
are paid on average regardless of role. They said that this
information can signal whether diverse talent is stagnating
at less-senior, lower-paying roles, and some said they want
to see this unad usted ay ga or ea h defined le el o the
company’ s workforce.
Discussions around workforce stability, the third-most-chosen
topic, focused on how turnover data can provide insights
into whether companies are building on the investments
they’ re putting into onboarding and training, and whether
the company is an employer of choice in its industry. Some
investors said they would ideally like to see workforce stability
data disaggregated by gender, race and ethnicity (to enhance
their view into DEI challenges) and/or by job level (to better
understand the level of turnover happening at more-senior
levels). A few investors said they explore alternative data
sources to get insights into turnover rates when company data
is not available.

ost

hi h three to fi e o the ollo ing dis losures
would be of greatest value to you as you assess
hu an a ital anage ent
Workforce diversity in terms of gender, race and ethnicity
Pay equity

85%

58%

Workforce stability (e.g., voluntary and involuntary turnover rates)

50%

Number and type of employees (e.g., full-time, part-time, seasonal,
temporary workers), independent contractors and contingent workers
Workforce health and safety

32%

Investment in workforce education and reskilling/skills for
the future (e.g., average hours of training per employee per year)
Progress management has made with respect to any
objectives it has set regarding its human capital resources
Internal rates of hiring and promotion
Employee engagement

25%

20%

Workforce age demographics

Other

27%

22%

Workforce compensation and incentives

Workforce productivity

43%

18%

15%

8%

7%

Other key themes from these discussions included investor
interest in understanding the nature of a company’ s
relationships to independent contractors and their role in the
company’ s business model (e.g., are independent contractors
being valued relative to their role in the business) and seeing
how companies are developing, upskilling and rebalancing
employee skill sets to adapt their workforce to changes in the
company’ s strategy. Investors also highlighted that data should
align to external frameworks and be put into the context of the
company’ s strategy, expectations and goals.

For more articles like this, please visit ey.com/boardmatters
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3. Disclose metrics, performance and goals

5. Enhance data credibility through assurance

Investors also focused on the need for more quantitative data.
They want disclosure of the metrics management is providing to
the board to measure progress and year-over-year performance
against ESG goals. Investors said that without the data, they
cannot assess the company’ s progress on ESG initiatives and
may not have the context needed to understand certain goals
(i.e., baseline data is necessary for understanding what a
percentage increase or decrease goal means). Some investors
noted that they increasingly see forward-looking climate goals
and want to see the same for workforce and human rights topics.

Some investors said that attestation would help validate
sustainability reports and generally characteriz ed
assured ESG data as the gold standard for demonstrating
high-quality information.

4. Consider integrating material ESG disclosures
alongside traditional financial metrics
hile so e in estors ade lear that they don t ha e a strong
view on where the disclosures are made, some believe that
integrating aterial
dis losures into regulatory filings
arti ularly the 10-K is the ideal a roa h and est re e ts ho
ESG is aligned to the core business model and integrated into the
business. These investors acknowledged that ESG reporting is
a journey and view the integration of sustainability factors into
finan ial re orting as the ulti ate endga e

6. Make sure company disclosures are picked
up by third-party data aggregators
Some large asset managers rely on third-party data providers
to aggregate and structure company disclosures in a way
that is ore s ala le and e fi ient to their ro esses
allowing raw ESG data across thousands of companies to be
u loaded into their internal lat or s or assess ent hile
investors generally acknowledged limitations of third-party
data (e.g., gaps, data quality issues) they stressed their need
to have data at scale. To make these processes successful,
investors encouraged companies to take a more proactive role
in onfir ing that their data is eing i ed u orre tly y
leading third-party providers.

K ey board takeaways
• Challenge whether the company’ s ESG disclosures
communicate how the company is competitively
differentiating itself to create value over the long-term.

• Consider whether obtaining external assurance and
integrating aterial
etri s into regulatory filings
could strengthen the company’ s positioning.

• Consider whether the company is providing the
o ara le
data in estors see and onfir
that those disclosures are being picked up by leading
third-party data and ratings providers.

• Given that social topics came to the fore in 2 0 2 0 ,
ask management about opportunities to enhance
disclosures on social topics such as diversity and equity
in the workplace, other strategic workforce issues and
human rights.

For more articles like this, please visit ey.com/boardmatters
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Steps investors want boards to take
to strengthen their effectiveness

e as ed in estors hat ste s they ant oards to ta e to
strengthen their effectiveness, particularly in the current
en iron ent ost o their suggestions align to the ollo ing ste s

Focus on board refreshment aligned
to strategic oversight needs
Around 4 0 % of investors expressed a desire for boards to
have stronger discipline around turnover in the boardroom to
better align board expertise with strategy and meet investor
expectations for board diversity. Some want boards to consider
mechanisms to increase refreshment (e.g., managing to an
average tenure goal, adopting a retirement age or overboarding
policies). Given the accelerating pace of change, investors said
that the relevance of long-tenured directors’ skills and experience
is increasingly less clear, and that burden of proof is on the board
to show how it approaches ongoing director education. Investors
also said that a robust self-assessment process should play a key
role in refreshment considerations.

Diversify
Around a third of investors focused on the opportunity for boards
to enhance their effectiveness by diversifying across numerous
di ensions s e ifi ally in luding ra e ethni ity gender s ills
and experiences. K ey themes of these conversations included the

need for challenging groupthink, enabling more robust discussion,
setting the tone at the top for the company’ s DEI goals, and
having diverse perspectives and experiences in the boardroom to
stress test ideas in a crisis and more effectively oversee strategy.

Challenge how reporting from management,
use of external resources and director
education can be improved
One other aspect that came up more than expected was the
topic of how boards are staying informed and receiving ongoing
education to meet evolving oversight demands and navigate a
rapidly shifting risk landscape. A point we heard consistently is
the opportunity for boards to access more external expertise to
help management look forward and see how external trends and
stakeholder expectations are changing over time. Interestingly,
we are hearing more from boards themselves on this topic as well.
Some investors emphasiz ed that they want boards to demonstrate
an independent, informed view on the key issues facing the
o any s e ifi ally in luding
issues li e li ate ris
o e
investors also encouraged boards to assess the effectiveness
of management reporting to the board, including the frequency
of that reporting, the sources of information (e.g., is the CHRO
meeting with the board regarding human capital matters), the
usefulness of the data and dashboards provided in enabling
strategic oversight, and the robustness of the discussions.

K ey board takeaways
• Look inward and challenge whether the board has the
right people, structure, processes and information to
be effective as the business environment, stakeholder
demands and company strategy continues to evolve.
• Ensure all directors have access to ongoing education
opportunities that include external sources, particularly
around emerging issues.

For more articles like this, please visit ey.com/boardmatters

• Develop a structured and intentional approach to
managing board turnover and refreshment.
• As company sustainability practices and impact,
strategic workforce issues and stakeholder
commitments come under more scrutiny, consider how
the board is governing social issues and upholding its
commitments to stakeholders.
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Looking ahead
The past year has stress tested the social contract and expanded
opportunities for companies to lead on global challenges.
In response, board members will need to take on more of a
leadership role in focusing their companies on long-term-value
creation, and from what we’ re hearing, investors expect them to
do so. Heading into proxy season 2 0 2 1 , investors seek to hold
boards accountable for how companies are charting a course
through recovery and continued disruption to long-term-value

creation and acting as responsible stewards of natural and
human capital. Investors are also communicating an increased
willingness to vote against board members, and in favor of
shareholder proposals, to express their views on environmental
and social topics — and are doing so as sustainable investment
trends continue to accelerate and the political context and
regulatory framework around ESG continue to evolve.

Questions for the board to consider
• How is the company’ s strategy evolving to deliver value
to multiple stakeholders as trends around technology and
sustainability accelerate, and as attention to companies’
en iron ental and so ial i a ts gro
o are related
goals and er or an e in enti i ed and o
uni ated
• Does the company have the right leadership, culture
and values — both in the C-suite and the boardroom —
to help the company innovate, lead and thrive in today’ s
usiness en iron ent
• How is the company using workforce data to demonstrate
to the market its progress on, and integrity around,
diversity commitments and goals and the company’ s
in est ents in its eo le
• Do the company’ s disclosures clearly communicate how
key environmental and social topics are overseen at the
board level and any actions the board is taking to deepen
its expertise and inform an independent perspective on
those to i s

For more articles like this, please visit ey.com/boardmatters

• Does the company approach ESG as a strategic
di erentiator or a o lian e e er ise
• Does the company’ s ESG reporting provide the comparable,
high- uality
data in estors see
nd is the o any s
ESG data getting picked up by leading third-party data and
ratings ro iders
• Does the board have the diverse skills, expertise and
ers e ti es it needs to guide strategy o er the ne t fi e
or ore years
not hat is the oard doing to re ruit
new directors and expand its search to include more
di erse no inees
• How does the board stay informed about the views and
priorities of the company’ s major investors and other key
sta eholders o hat e tent are oard leaders in ol ed in
in estor engage ent
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facing our world today.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to
one or more, of the member firms of Ernst & Young
Global Limited, each of which is a separate legal entity.
Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited
by guarantee, does not provide services to clients.
Information about how EY collects and uses personal
data and a description of the rights individuals have
under data protection legislation are available via
ey.com/privacy. EY member firms do not practice law
where prohibited by local laws. For more information
about our organization, please visit ey.com.
Ernst & Young LLP is a client-serving member firm of
Ernst & Young Global Limited operating in the US.
About the EY Center for Board Matters
Effective corporate governance is an important element
in building a better working world. The EY Center
for Board Matters supports boards, committees and
directors in their oversight role by providing content,
insights and education to help them address complex
boardroom issues. Using our professional competencies,
relationships and proprietary corporate governance
database, we are able to identify trends and emerging
governance issues. This allows us to deliver timely and
balanced insights, data-rich content, and practical tools
and analysis for directors, institutional investors and
other governance stakeholders.
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Access additional information and thought leadership from
the EY Center for Board Matters at ey.com/us/boardmatters.
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